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Materials
• Forum of Austrian online newspaper derStandard.at,
article „Aktuelle Zahlen zum Coronavirus“
• Article and forum created on March 16th, 2020, posting
activity still ongoing
• Until October 30th, 2021, 13:30: 244.847 forum postings

Main aim
• Analysis of diminutives used for mitigation or irony (e.g.,
ein bisserl ‚a bit-DIM‘) and of expressive compounds (e.g.,
sau+deppert ‚sow+stupid‘) used for intensification in
relation to the daily COVID-19 numbers in Austria

Figure 1: The online article

Figure 2: The forum

Open questions
• How can nonstandard forms (dialect forms, spelling or grammar
errors, numbers, abbreviations, URLs etc.) be normalized best in the
derStandard.at corpus?
• Which tools should be used for PoS and morphological tagging?

Figure 4: The topic
Coronavirus SARS-CoV-2, Source:
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Coronavirus_SARS-CoV-2.jpg, Author: Felipe
Esquivel Reed (CC BY-SA 4.0): No changes were made to the original file
Figure 3: The postings in CSV format

The methodological challenge: Tagging PoS and morphological categories

Pilot analysis

Previous work: Manually standardized transcription and semi-automatic tagging of oral child/adult data with
CHILDES/CLAN (from Korecky-Kröll 2017) → but maybe not the best tool for this heterogeneous written cor

• Based on 194.116 postings from March 16th, 2020,
to April, 19th, 2021 (already in CSV format)
• Research question: Are there correlations between
the daily COVID-19 numbers in Austria and the daily
number of postings in the forum of this article?

Transcribed file

Checking and tagging

Disambiguation of ambiguous word forms

• Formal CHECK of the transcript (CLAN
• Press ESC+2 to jump to the next
command)
ambiguous form
• Standardization check of nonstandard
• Select the correct tag from the list of
word forms with FREQ (visual check of
potential tags (here INF = infinitive)
word list)
• MOR tagging (1): creating a list of all
new word forms that are not yet part of
the lexicon file lex.cut
• MOR tagging (2): manual PoS and
morphological tagging of word forms → Tagged file (with PoS and MOR tagging)
copying to lex.cut → save
• MOR tagging (3): run MOR command
→ CLAN provides various built-in commands
→ new version of the transcript with
for corpus analyses (e.g., FREQ, MLU, VOCD,
morphological coding tier
KWAL, COMBO,…), see CLAN Manual

Results
• Weak positive correlation between number of
COVID-19 cases in Austria and number of postings
(r = 0.148, df = 398, p = 0.003**), see Fig. 5
• Very weak positive correlation between COVID-19
7-day incidence rate in Austria and number of
postings (r = 0.098, df = 398, p = 0.0498*)
• Overall tendency of decreasing forum activity in the
later months of the pandemic (blue bars in Fig. 6).

Figure 5: Correlation between COVID-19 cases in
Austria and number of forum postings

Figure 6: Absolute numbers of COVID-19 cases
(in red) and forum postings (in blue)
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